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Mitochondria have been 
instrumental to the 
development of life as 
we know it. Scientists 
are just beginning to 
understand their impor-
tance to our health.

East Liberty’s Sharp Edge Beer Emporium, as one might 
guess, has an awful lot of kinds of beer. Belgian brews are a 
specialty. As are craft beers. As are imports. The beer list is a 

novella-length testament to the art of zymurgy. It’s a fi ne, homey place. 
Cheers with better beer and high-quality bar fare. A place with regulars.

And on a fairly regular basis you’ll fi nd University of Pittsburgh sci-
entists at the Edge—many from the nearby University of Pittsburgh 
Cancer Institute—sipping a tasty beverage and talking shop, or 
rather, lab. 

A particularly spectacular spring evening fi nds Pitt’s Bennett Van 
Houten atop a stool. He might have been there anyway, maybe 
with his wife and sometimes-collaborator, wildlife biologist Victoria 
Woshner, or Pitt colleagues and genial companions Michael Lotze 
and/or Simon Watkins. But at this particular moment he’s there with 
an interested party to discuss mitochondria-related research at the 
School of Medicine. 

MEANING OF LIFE,
TOLD WITH 13 POLYPEPTIDES
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Mitochondria. It’s not going too far to say 
that these energy-producing organelles—scat-
tered about inside our cells and numbering 
up to thousands in each—are the reason we’re 
here. Not just Van Houten and this reporter, 
but all of us and pretty much every other 
living thing that’s more advanced than a bac-
terium. One could write a book about their 
evolution and purpose—British biochemist 
Nick Lane did with 2005’s Power, Sex, Suicide: 
Mitochondria and the Meaning of Life. (The 
title is not at all hyperbolic. Really.)

The Dementedly Short Version in Which 
Dates and Occurrences Are Generally but 
Not Universally Agreed Upon: About 4.6 bil-
lion years ago came the Earth. Then, about 
800,000 years later, life appeared on Earth in 
the form of bacteria. Bacteria ruled for a long, 
long time. About 2.4 billion years ago, Earth’s 
atmosphere became oxygenated. A billion or 
so years after that, an archaebacterium (which 
could live under extreme conditions such as 
those found in geysers) without membrane-
encased structures developed a symbiotic rela-
tionship with a eubacterium (bacteria we are 
more likely to come across today, which live 

under more conventional conditions). They 
eventually fused together and, more or less, 
became one. This “hopeful monster,” as Lane 
calls it, became the fi rst true eukaryote. Lots of 
true eukaryotes ganged up, diversifi ed, special-
ized, and became the components of complex 
beings, ranging from plants to humans. And 
that eubacterium that fused? Seems that it 
helped create the mitochondrion and cell 
nucleus. Its own small genome stayed with 
the mitochondrion, but it also shed many of 
its original genes into the larger cell nucleus. 
It makes energy in the form of adenosine-5 
triphosphate (ATP). It persuades a cell to die 
in a quiet and peaceful way when the cell has 
become damaged. The tiny little organelle has 
become a big part of us.

For us to thrive, mitochondria need to 
behave themselves and work well, generating 
the energy our cells need to live. We’re in trou-
ble when mitos go bad. That can mean can-
cer, neurodegenerative diseases, devastating 
endogenous mitochondrial DNA disorders, 
muscle wasting with age. Pitt investigators 
are part of a recent resurgence of interest in 
mitochondria, and they have a fi nger in every 
mitochondrial pie. 

Van Houten has long been a student of 
DNA damage and repair in the cell’s nucleus, 
a fi eld of study considered important to under-
standing aging and cancer. But throughout the 
past decade or so, he has developed and acted 
on a hunch that the ability of the mitochon-
drion to repair its own DNA may be equal-
ly fundamental to our health. Van Houten 
believes that unrepaired insult or injury to the 
mitochondria’s DNA (mtDNA) is the begin-
ning of a nasty and self-perpetuating chain of 
events that may be responsible for the majority 
of adult-onset diseases, including cancer.

And work that began with a postdoc in his 
lab appears to reveal why many tumor cells 
can be so tenacious (it has to do with their 
feeding habits) and could pay dividends in the 
form of a novel mitochondria-targeted cancer 
treatment. 

“The chemistry works,” he says of this 
experimental work. “We don’t know how, but 
that’s okay. Nobody has ever shown this.” 

The buffalo bites come, and another 
beer is ordered. Time to get down to 
business. Van Houten, a PhD, the 

Richard M. Cyert Professor of Molecular 
Oncology in Pitt’s Department of 

Pharmacology and Chemical Biology, was asked 
to think of a few promising mitoresearchers 
to be featured in this story. He opens a folder, 
pulls out two sheets of paper labeled “Pittsburgh 
Mitochondriacs”—those who are maniacal for 
mitochondria, of course. The list is 24 names 
long. 

Asking Van Houten to narrow down the list 
is fruitless. “He does great work!” “She does great 
work!” “Oh, he does great work, too!” “Her work 
is excellent!” He scribbles a few diagrams on the 
pages. An alphabet soup of proteins follows. 
Another “(insert name here) does great work!” A 
shortened short list of Pitt research and research-
ers we really should know about, according to Van 
Houten: A postdoc with a potential biomarker 
for Parkinson’s. A biochemist’s long-standing 
work in mitochemistry. Mitos and the injury that 
results when blood supply is returned to oxygen-
deprived tissue. An oncogene that actually con-
trols mitochondrial biogenesis. A new compound 
that protects mitochondria from radiation. Aging 
mice with signs of mitochondrial dysfunction. 
Mitos and exercise. Mitos and fruit fl ies. … Van 
Houten is infectiously enthusiastic about most 
things, but nothing more than science and the 
people, particularly those here at Pitt, who do it. 

Mitorelated research has become so fruitful 
in recent times that last year Van Houten and 
Lotze organized and executed the fi rst Regional 
Translational Research in Mitochondria, Aging, 
and Disease Symposia. The second set of sympo-
sia is planned for Saturday, Oct. 20, at the UPMC 
Cancer Pavilion. (For those who want to start 
stressing their mitochondria fi rst thing, there’s an 
optional 10K “fun run” at 6:30 a.m.)

The buffalo bites are long gone, a plate 
of nachos has disappeared, and several pages 
of notes later, the whirlwind introduction to 
mitochondria is over, for tonight anyway. This 
writer’s head is swimming, not from the beer 
but from mito info. So, with limited time and 
space, we begin our journey to the center of the 
mitochondria with Van Houten himself. (The 
stories of some of the others Van Houten effused 
over will be told in a future edition of the Pitt 
Mitochronicles.) 

After earning his doctorate at the Oak 
Ridge Graduate School of Biomedical 
Sciences in Tennessee and completing a 

fellowship at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, Van Houten, in 1988, found him-
self in New England, a young professor at the 
University of Vermont. He had been hired to 

Mitos, in dark blue, dance around 
the nucleus of a HeLa cell. Below, 
blue mitochondria comingle in the 
green cytoplasm of a rat liver cell.



do research and teach graduate students about 
damage to, and repair of, nuclear DNA. As he 
left his course coordinator’s offi ce, he was told 
he also needed to prepare and deliver a series of 
lectures on mitochondria.

Back then, everyone knew that mitochondria 
were the cell’s mighty ATP factories; but once the 
elements of energy production had been eluci-
dated, the organelle just wasn’t a hot topic.

“I said, ‘I don’t know anything about mito-
chondria,’” Van Houten recalls.

“I guess you’ll learn,” the course director 
replied.

Here’s what he learned. “As I was reading, I 
was like, Holy crap, nobody knows anything about 
mitochondria DNA damage and repair. I mean, 
zero! Zilch! ”

Nothing could be cooler to the curious 
mind.

By 1999, Van Houten had invented and 
patented a method that allowed him 
and many of his fellow mito-seekers 

across the scientifi c landscape to study mtDNA 
damage. Quantitative polymerase chain reac-
tion (qPCR) allows for the amplifi cation of 
small amounts of DNA. It had been around 
for some time, but Van Houten and colleagues 
determined that if DNA is damaged it will not 
amplify. Lots of DNA damage, proportionally 

little amplifi cation—and vice versa. Though 
mitochondrial DNA makes up only about 
1 percent of total cellular DNA, the Van 
Houten technique allows for both the ampli-
fi cation of mtDNA and a way to quantify the 
damage it has suffered.

(We pause here, as we enter Van Houten’s 
offi ce at the University of Pittsburgh Cancer 
Institute in Shadyside, to ask why mitochon-
dria have hung on to their own genome, 
particularly after giving up almost all of their 
DNA to the nucleus. The answer is, No one 
knows for sure. There’s really not even much 
agreement on why this may be the case. This 
much is true, though: mtDNA encodes 13 
polypeptides, all of which are involved in 
creating proteins vital to the electron transfer 
chain, which generates energy for cells. Van 
Houten suggests that mtDNA is “kind of like 
the canary in the coal mine. The idea is if 
there’s bad, toxic stuff in there, the canary will 
die before the miner.” When mitochondria 
freak out because their DNA is being dam-
aged, and they can’t produce enough proteins 
to make enough energy, the cell at large can 
dedicate resources to the rescue or fi nd ways 
to adapt. Sometimes, though, things can really 
get screwed up.)

So, Van Houten has used this qPCR trick 
to study mtDNA damage and repair in more 

than three dozen scientifi c papers. He posits 
that unrepaired mtDNA damage can cause 
mitochondrial dysfunction, which can increase 
the quantity of dangerous free radicals fl oating 
about, which may cause irreversible and deadly 
damage to the cell. This death spiral, the 
thinking goes, could be responsible for various 
diseases associated with getting older, such as 
cancer and Parkinson’s.

Van Houten takes a few short steps across 
his offi ce to a bookshelf and grabs a white 
binder. He sits down—affably grumbling 
about a lack-of-caffeine-induced headache—
and fl ips to an illustration. “Okay, this is 
the electron transport chain …” The lesson 
begins. In brief, the electron transport chain 
moves, well, it moves electrons down a chain in 
the mitochondria. These electrons eventually 
meet with oxygen. As the electrons are passed 
along to oxygen, enzymes use the energy that’s 
released to pump protons. The protons build 
up in what’s called a proton gradient, which 
is used by a special nanomachine that makes 
ATP, which fuels our cells.

The whole affair is called oxidative phos-
phorylation (OXPHOS), and when it works 
correctly, the waste products are water and 
carbon dioxide. When OXPHOS is off, watch 
out, because here come the free radicals. They 
naturally occur during OXPHOS and, in 

“It has a horrible name,” says Michael Lotze. “HMGB1, High-
Mobility Group Box 1.” 

Perhaps so, but this protein a) is vital for mitochondrial qual-
ity control, b) can promote cancer cell survival and DNA repair, 
and c) is responsible for winning Bennett Van Houten, who is 
Pitt’s Richard M. Cyert Professor of Molecular Oncology, a large 
bottle of Belgian-style beer. 

Lotze, an MD, is a professor of surgery and of bioengineering 
as well as vice chair of research for the Department of Surgery 
at the University of Pittsburgh. He spends a lot of time thinking 
about the role infl ammation plays in cancer and how to target a 
process called autophagy—literally “self-eating.” He imagines 
that fi nding a way to rein in the process could result in a novel 
therapy for cancer. 

One of the primary perpetrators of infl ammation, in his view, 
is the mitochondrion. Mitochondria promote infl ammation when 
they are released as a result of tissue damage or trauma. The 
right way for mitochondria to extinguish an ailing cell is apop-
tosis, or “programmed cell death”—the clean way to kill ailing 
cells without releasing signals that prompt an infl ammatory 
response. Cancer, though, features cells that are truly messed 
up monsters that should die through apoptosis but don’t. 
“Cancer cells just want to die, but they can’t because they’ve 

compromised their ability to do apoptosis,” Lotze says. They 
can eventually die if they run out of fuel or are subjected to 
chemotherapy. They can still perform autophagy, which is 
not so clean and nice. “They die a terrible, awful, horrible, 
screaming-out-loud, blood-in-the-streets death,” Lotze says. 
This process puts all sorts of cell-junk into the bloodstream, 
causing further infl ammation and perpetuating the disease 
through increased autophagy. And it’s promoted, in part, 
by HMGB1. (Lotze, with the University of Pittsburgh Cancer 
Institute’s Van Houten and Daolin Tang, addressed the clini-
cal implications of the process in the New England Journal of 
Medicine’s March 22 edition.)

“I call this ‘programmed cell survival,’” Lotze says. “All of 
our anticancer treatments are designed to kill cancer, kill can-
cer, kill cancer. But if you don’t die the right way and release 
factors that promote the remaining cells’ survival, it’s like 
adding fuel to the fi re.” 

“As for the beer bet,” says Lotze, “that was kind of an aside 
related to how mitochondria make their energy. I suggested 
that HMGB1 was taking the mitochondria offl ine, and they 
weren’t going to be able to do OXPHOS [the metabolic process 
 mitochondria use to produce energy]. Ben said it was the other 
way around, and he was right. ... Oh well!”   —JM
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small amounts, are helpful with cell signaling. 
But when the system goes haywire, and there 
are too many radicals, reactive oxygen spe-
cies—such as superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, 
and hydroxyl radical—wreak havoc. This is 
oxidative stress. And it, in large amounts over 
time, is very, very bad.

Reactive oxygen species damage the mito-
chondria’s DNA. Damaged mtDNA hurts the 
electron transport chain. When that’s screwy, 
the cell produces less ATP and more reactive 
oxygen species, which, in turn, further dam-
ages mtDNA. It’s a cycle, and it’s vicious.

Otto Warburg won the Nobel Prize 
in 1931, having proven that cells 
consume oxygen. His investigations 

into cellular respiration—he thought that 
even in the presence of oxygen, tumor cells 
chose to make almost all their ATP through 
glycolysis rather than OXPHOS—led him to 
propose that cancer is caused by screwed up 
mitochondria.

As he put it: Cancer, above all other diseases, 
has countless secondary causes. But, even for can-
cer, there is only one prime cause. Summarized 
in a few words, the prime cause of cancer is the 
replacement of the respiration of oxygen in nor-
mal body cells by a fermentation of sugar.

Warburg said the above during a lecture 
in 1924. Eighty-eight years later, Van Houten 
begs to differ. Or at least to add to the con-
versation.

“Warburg showed that despite the fact that 
tumor cells have access to a lot of oxygen, they 
make a lot of lactate (an indicator of glycoly-
sis),” Van Houten says. “He didn’t understand 
why, but he thought that the mitochondria 
must be broken because there was so much 
glycolysis going on.”

Warburg was right about glycolysis. But he 
may have been wrong about the cell’s mito-
chondria being on the fritz. Not exactly right, 
anyhow. Perhaps the mitochondria aren’t bro-
ken in cancer, Van Houten says. Perhaps they 
get repurposed. 

Van Houten and collaborators ran an assay 
on cells bearing a known cancer-causing genet-
ic mutation, wanting to see how the cells made 
the energy they needed. “I expected glycolysis 
to go up, and it did, but OXPHOS did too,” 
Van Houten says. “What that tells us is that 
tumor cells are metabolically fl exible.” So, the 
mitochondria are working. Yet the cells are also 
producing ATP through glycolysis, a much less 
effi cient method than OXPHOS.

Van Houten and company then took a 
step back to look at the mitochondrion’s own 
little metabolic lab, which does the chemistry 
that drives OXPHOS and other cellular affairs 
metabolic, including the manufacture of fatty 
acids and lipids. “So the idea is that rather 
than making ATP, the mitochondria are short-
circuited. … Maybe they aren’t broken but are 
being used to make precursors to fatty acids 
and lipids,” Van Houten says.

The upshot, Van Houten thinks, is that 
cancer cells have turned to glycolysis to make 
their minute-to-minute energy because they’ve 
pulled their mitochondria away from their 
regular role on the ATP production line. 
Rather than making energy for the here and 
now, maybe mitochondria are being used to 
generate fatty acids that can be stored and 
later synthesized—by them!—to make energy 
down the line.

“This is all fresh data,” Van Houten says. 
“My idea is that fatty acids are like a battery. 
Glucose is taken up in excess by tumor cells 
and converted to fatty acids and lipids and 
then used later for the generation of ATP 
by OXPHOS. The prediction is that tumor 
cells have very active mitochondria. This is 
cool; but it also says that if we’re really going 
to attack this problem, we have to be pretty 
smart, because tumor cells can switch [how 
they feed themselves]. One anticancer agent 
is not going to be enough.” How about two?

Van Houten is far from a lone wolf in 
the lab. One day in the not-too-distant 
past, postdoc Wei Qian came calling. 

Qian had a set of data showing that the breast 
cancer cells he was working with—he had 
altered them so they couldn’t make a protein 
vital for mitochondrial dynamics—weren’t fi s-
suring and fusing like they usually do. The 
processes of fi ssion and fusion allow the mito-
chondria to cut out damaged parts and again 
become functional organelles.

As Qian and Van Houten delved more 
deeply, they found that it wasn’t just the 
mtDNA that was screwed up. Inhibiting 
mitochondrial division, it turned out, caused 
nuclear DNA to become abnormal as well. 
The cells were going nuts and starting to 
die. How about that? Mitochondria, as Van 
Houten thought, not only function in cancer, 
but their health is also vital to the survival of 
cancer cells.

“So we thought we would use the knowl-
edge that [cancer] cells are using their mito-

chondria against them,” Van Houten says. 
Qian’s cells had been treated with something 
called mitochondrial division inhibitor 1 
(mdivi-1), which inhibits small molecules. It 
was killing the cancer cells by stopping their 
mitochondrial ability to undergo coordinated 
division, causing cell cycle problems and chro-
mosome instability. That, of course, was good. 
But the inhibitor could also affect the mitos of 
healthy cells in vivo.

“I don’t think we can ever kill a cancer cell 
by totally knocking down its energy produc-
tion, because the side effects on other tissue 
will be too hard,” Van Houten says. “But we do 
want to cripple them. Keep them from going 
as fast. Maybe if we combine [mdivi-1] with 
normal anticancer drugs we’ll have a fi ghting 
chance.”

So that’s what Qian and Van Houten did. 
They took cancer cells, then treated them with 
the inhibitor and cisplatin (one of the more 
effective cancer drugs out there, cisplatin cured 
famed cyclist Lance Armstrong’s metastasized 
testicular cancer). And they watched.

“Look at this synergy!” Van Houten exclaims 
at a fi gure in a draft paper. “Each of the drugs 
by itself isn’t doing much, but the combination! 
Holy cow! We’re really excited about this. We’ve 
patented the combination. This is really bad for 
cells, and it looks like tumor cells are especially 
inhibited. It looks awesome. This is synergy. 
What we’re trying to do now is understand how 
it’s actually working.”

While that investigation is ongoing, Qian, 
Van Houten, and others plan to see whether 
the combination works as well in a mouse 
as it does in vitro. The preclinical trial will 
involve “nude mice” (those without immunity) 
injected with human cancer cells. Once the 
resultant tumors grow to a certain size, some 
mice will be given just the inhibitor, some will 
be treated with just cisplatin, and others will 
get the patented combo. 

“If it works, we should see the tumors melt 
away!” Van Houten says, grinning and satis-
fi ed. “Of course, we need money,” he adds, a 
little less excitedly.

Then, after a pause, the smile returns. “Wow! 
That’s a long journey from when I got asked to 
teach some lectures on mitochondria!” �

Up next in the Pitt Mitochronicles: What a pesti-
cide and mitochondria tell us about neurodegen-
erative disease, especially Parkinson’s. The model 
fl y for mitochondrial disease. And the travails of 
restoring blood to oxygen-deprived tissue. 


